Change happens.
Re:Imagining
Hillsdale, together.

Last December,
Hillsdale asked
San Mateans to join
us in re:imagining
the future of our
shopping center.

The Driving Force
How e-commerce had already irreversibly
changed the retail world.

A “Retail Apocalypse”

12,000
stores closed nationally (2010-2019)

22,000
stores at risk (2019 estimate)

20-25%
of US malls now threatened
(source: Credit Suisse)

Our Intent
Working in parallel with City’s “Strive San
Mateo” 2040 General Plan Update, we
wanted to collaborate on ways Hillsdale
could best meet the needs of our
customers and community in coming years.

The Re:Imagine Roadmap

1

Build understanding of context
and conditions

2

Engage as many people
as possible

3

Explore the potentials and
the priorities

Creative Collaboration
In order to maximize participation,
we offered four ways to join the
conversation.

Idea Store
A dedicated learning and sharing space

Online/In-Store Survey
Understanding perceptions and priorities

Website
Overview of history and future options

Public Events
Dialogue sessions held at Hillsdale
and around the community

Survey Snapshot

Total Responses

3,398

Retail Realities
Familiarity with the fact that online
shopping is significantly affecting retail
stores and malls.

FAMILIAR
82.53%

SOMEWHAT
FAMILIAR
5.29%
NOT SURE
17.17%

Economic Importance
Attitudes towards workspaces that would
support retail and Hillsdale’s economic
contribution to the city.

VERY
IMPORTANT
1,989
SOMEWHAT
IMPORTANT
1,271
NOT
IMPORTANT
135

Housing in the Mix
Importance of providing new housing,
including affordable workforce housing,
near the Caltrain station.

54.20%
VERY IMPORTANT

36.23%
SOMEWHAT IMPORTANT

9.57%
NOT IMPORTANT

Change Priorities
Attitudes towards potential Hillsdale
enhancements.
Sustainability
Making the center “more energy and water
efficient while reducing environmental impact.”

Transportation
Smart transportation options that would “reduce
car traffic and improve travel on El Camino.”

Neighborhood
Better integration with the surrounding
neighborhood and “more oriented to people
rather than cars”

VERY
IMPORTANT

SOMEWHAT
IMPORTANT

NOT
IMPORTANT

Green Features
The survey shows substantial interest
in adding more open space and parks to the
Hillsdale mix.

VERY
IMPORTANT
2,611
SOMEWHAT
IMPORTANT
787
NOT
IMPORTANT
135

Overall Values
Separately, more than 500 Idea Store
visitors participated in a qualitative
priority-setting exercise:

lowest
priority

highest
priority
1
PUBLIC SPACE

2

3
2.46

3.07

ECONOMICS

2.5

HOUSING

CULTURE

2.28

Ranking of potential Re:Imagine priorities
(1 =highest priority, 4 = lowest priority).
Results represented as mean value.

Understanding
While people want to preserve the qualities
that turned a shopping center into the
“Heart of the Peninsula,” they’re open to
new and different.

Our commitments
1
Celebrate Hillsdale’s legacy
as a place to gather, socialize,
celebrate, and create new memories

2
Continue our retail tradition, while
adapting to changing consumer
preferences and retail realities

3
Prioritize public health and safety,
add public amenities that enhance
our shared quality of life

4
Capitalize on Hillsdale’s unique
capacity to be a strong driver for
the city’s economic recovery and
continued ability to support essential
services

5
Explore Hillsdale’s ability to play a role
in larger problem-solving

6
Above all, continue to Re:Imagine,
together

Re:Invention
We began Re:Imagine Hillsdale out of a
sense of deep respect for our community
and the people who live here. Now, with
conditions so unforeseeably changed, we
count ourselves doubly fortunate to have
engaged them—you—in a continuing
conversation about the future. The insights
and inspiration already gained will prove
even more valuable as we, working
together, re:imagine what comes next.
You see, 80 years after my grandfather first
broke ground here, we still believe in this:
while we maybe be able to build
neighborhoods and malls, building
community is, and always will be, our
greatest role.

David Bohannon II
President and CEO of the
David D. Bohannon Organization

Thank you!
Click here to read
the full Re:Imagine
Hillsdale report.
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